Architecture is an art, a science and a business, that starts with a basic understanding of human nature and of the relationship of people to their environment. Architecture programs are designed to teach people to apply design skills to improve the physical surroundings and to translate drawing and specifications into reality.

**C.O.M.**
**Suggested Transfer Preparation**

ARCH 100  ARCH 110
ARCH 101  ARCH 102
ARCH 130  ART 112 & 113

Transfer students are strongly advised to meet with a Counselor and complete as many preparatory courses as possible before transferring. Please refer to the following links for articulation agreement updates, revisions and general information:

www.assist.org
UCTransfer.org

**COLLEGE OF MARIN**

Transfer & Career Center

835 College Avenue
Kentfield, CA 94904
(415) 485-9671

Transfer/Counseling Advisory Committee:

Theodora Fung, Bruce Furuya, Letta Hlavachek, Bessie Ng-Jung, Alexandra Magallanes Rivera, Jim Sweeney, Karen Robinson, Emy Bagtas

Architecture Firms  Manufacturers
Real Estate Developers  Research Institutions
Construction Firms  Universities & Colleges
Individual Homeowners  Preservation Firms
Self-employed
Large Corporations
Local, State & Federal Government

For more extensive information on career opportunities, go to the Transfer & Career Center and create your EUREKA account.

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

Architect
Industrial Designer
Interior Designer
Interior Architect
Landscape Architect
Urban Planner
Urban Designer
Model Maker
Estimator
Furniture Sales Representatives
Social Program Planners
Transportation Planners
Civil Engineer
Furniture Designer
Drafter

Renderers
Acoustical Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Color Consultant
Building Contractor
Specialty Designer
Structural Engineer
Typical Coursework in the study of Architecture

Programs in architecture stress problem solving skills and awareness of environmental issues as they relate to the development of designs. Architects are required to have knowledge of site design, building design, interior design, detail design, specifications, contracts, construction techniques, building materials and an understanding of the building trades, practices and techniques, economics, law, professional ethics, and the humanities.

The study of architecture typically focuses upon architecture as a humanistic discipline. Programs provide preparation in the areas of architectural history, theory and design.

California Universities offering Architecture Degrees

California State University:
Refer to the following link for locations, web addresses and general information:  www.csumentor.edu

CPSU– Pomona
Architecture B Arch, Architectural M Arch, Landscape Arch. BS/MLA
CPSU– San Luis Obispo
Architectural Engineering BS, Architecture B Arch, Architecture MS, Landscape Arch BA
CSU– East Bay
Urban Studies Minor
CSU– Northridge
Urban Studies & Planning BA
CSU– San Francisco
Urban Studies BA/Minor
CSU– San Jose

University of California:
Refer to the following link for locations, web addresses and general information:  UCTransfer.org

UC– Berkeley
Architecture BA, Architecture M Arch/City & Regional Planning MCP,
Architecture M Arch/Civil & Environmental Engineering MS, Landscape Architecture MLA, City & Regional Planning MCP/Ph.D.
UC– Davis
Landscape Architecture (Pre-)BS
UC– Irvine
Environmental Design Minor, Urban & Regional Planning Minor/MURP
UC– Los Angeles
Architectural Studies BA, Architecture M Arch/Urban Planning MA, Architecture M Arch Architecture MA/Ph.D.
UC– Riverside
Urban Studies Minor
UC– San Diego
Urban Studies & Planning BA/Minor

Private Universities:
Refer to the following link for locations, web addresses and general information:  AICCU.edu

Academy of Art University– San Francisco
Architecture M Arch/MFA, Interior Architectural and Design Certificate/BFA
Art Center College of Design-Pasadena
Environmental Design BS
California College of the Arts
Architecture B Arch/M Arch
La Sierra University
Pre-Architecture
Marymouth College
Pre-Architecture AS
Otis College of Art & Design
Architecture/Interiors/Landscape Design/Interiors BFA
Stanford University
Urban Studies Minor
University of San Diego
Architecture Minor
University of San Francisco
Architecture and Community Design BA
University of Southern California
Architecture B Arch/Minor/M Arch, Building Science MBS, Historical Preservation MPH/Certificate (Graduate), Landscape Architecture BLA/Minor/MLA, Planning MP/Architecture M Arch (Dual), Planning/MP
Woodbury University
Architecture B Arch, Interior Architecture B Arch, Real Estate Development (RED) M Arch